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Steps to begin the documentation journey.

MSPs lack standard practice related to documentation and how to capture internal data and
customer information. This often leads to inaccessible and out-of-date data. As a result, IT
technicians can waste significant time looking for information needed for their daily job, which is
spread across various devices and channels.
Additionally, leaving client data in the hands of specific employees can lead to a considerable
disadvantage if, or when, the employee is unavailable or leaves the company. In such an event,
client knowledge walks out the door—undocumented and unavailable to the remaining techs who
need to continue supporting clients.

Find things faster and decrease wasted time: A documentation management system helps
reduce time searching for client knowledge. Regardless of primary technician availability or
turnover, your team should be able to maintain consistent service delivery for your entire
client base.
N-able™ Passportal™ + Documentation Manager lets you manage documentation with prebuilt templates. It helps lower efficiency costs, enhance collaboration and productivity, and scale
for profitable growth.
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Standardize documentation practices
The basic information to capture
• Managed assets, devices, and systems. Connect assets to the clients they are deployed at,
their location, and context.
• Domain registrations, MX records settings, aliases for email, and SSL certificates for clients.
• Applications and services, such as Active Directory® (or directory service), line of business
applications and their licenses, system backups, email configurations, file sharing and
collaboration, internet/WAN, LAN/VLAN, printing, voice/PBX, and wireless.
• Passwords and credentials are required to manage those applications and services, the
assets/devices that host them, and the vendors who manufacture and support them.
Structure your standard operating procedures
• Define the scope in the SOP and describe what needs to happen for an outcome.
• Include detailed steps and information on who, when, and where.
• Document all relevant details, such as new user setup, new workstation setup, firewall
firmware update, system or data recovery, etc.
• Test the SOP step-by-step to ensure clarity and accuracy.
• Make “updating documentation” a final step in every SOP, related to system update process,
new user setup, test data recovery, new server deployment, monthly checkup, quarterly
business review, etc.
Centralize and make documentation easily available
• Designate information as internal or external (client-facing) SOPs.
• Tie documentation to credentials management and key files for efficiency gains.
• Use templates, organize articles, and group them for easy access.
Alleviate support load
• Publish self-help articles on how clients can solve their own issues. For example, set up a new
smartphone for email, connect to the IT system from home, how to change the printer
toner, etc.
• Make documentation easy to export, publish online, and/or send to customers.
Ensure ongoing management of documentation
• Ensure client information is fully documented, safeguarded, and always accessible to the rest
of the team.
• Leverage version control for an understanding of what has changed over time, and get access
to latest updated version.
• Gamification: offer prizes for data entry.
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Try it free
30 days, full version
Want to learn more? Email info@passportal.com or call us
+1-888-870-7840 today.

N-able empowers managed services providers (MSPs) to help small and medium enterprises
navigate the digital evolution. With a flexible technology platform and powerful integrations, we
make it easy for MSPs to monitor, manage, and protect their end customer systems, data, and
networks. Our growing portfolio of security, automation, and backup and recovery solutions
is built for IT services management professionals. N-able simplifies complex ecosystems and
enables customers to solve their most pressing challenges. We provide extensive, proactive
support—through enriching partner programs, hands-on training, and growth resources—to
help MSPs deliver exceptional value and achieve success at scale. n-able.com
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